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The Complete My Sister the Vampire Set, Books Switched, Fangtastic!, Re-Vamped!, and Vampalicious! by Sienna
Mercer Â· Ratings Â· 5 Reviews Â·.

This leads to some new tension between the twins as Olivia tries to bring her new friend Holly into the group.
Then it turns out that the whole vampire community is threatened by a blogger who is claiming to have proof
of vampires living among the humans in Franklin Grove. Things you might want to know before suggesting
this to your kid Secrets The secret of vampire existence stays crucial to the setting, of course. Protecting this
secret often takes precedence over other things, leading to many of the central conflicts of the series. In a
longer book, this would get really annoying. However, these books are short enough that nothing stays secret
for more than a handful of pages. Internet Rumors It turns out that the blogger is only trying to bring attention
to a vampire-themed novelâ€”she had no idea that people would take her seriously or that she could possibly
threaten anyone. This provides a subtle support for the potential dangers of posting things on the Internet and
how easy it is to get in over your headâ€”a topic I know my kids are hearing a lot about from a variety of
sources. Family Family is at the core of the series. This is perhaps the most drama Olivia and Ivy have had
between them, and it feels understandable. Both are being a bit stubborn, but it never goes so far that the other
people in their lives have to take sides. It looks like the stage is being set for the star-crossed couple to get
back together. Yes, this is the only picture I could find that matched the cover of the book I read. In Fangs for
the Memories called Double Disaster! Although terrified that their vampish nature will stand out at the new
school, it turns out that the new middle school is run by the goths. How will Ivy deal with being part of the
popular crowd? Things you might want to know before suggesting this to your kid Peer Pressure Ivy deals
with two different types of peer pressureâ€”Amelia, the queen goth, clearly tells everyone how they should
dress and act and who they can be friends with. Sophia suddenly puts intense pressure on herself to look the
same as all the skater girls, because she wants to impress the dreamy king of the skaters. It makes her seem
vapid. The bright, optimistic, problem solving Olivia is replaced with a single-minded, clumsy, tongue-tied
Olivia. Olivia comes across as totally self-absorbed in this book. Crushes Sophia has her first crush on a skater
named Finn and she deals with it in the most obvious and humiliating way possible. However, although his
friends are pretty awful to her, Finn is a nice guy. The one left at home has people to interact with, but the one
who is away is isolated and, to me at least, overly angsty and annoying.
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My Sister the Vampire, No. 1: Switched [Sienna Mercer] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. When Olivia Abbott moves to town, she's excited to join the cheerleading team and make new friends.

Edit Olivia is the human daughter of Charles Karl and Susannah. It was thought that her mother a human died
in a car crash when she was 34, but it is later discovered she died while giving birth to Olivia and Ivy. For one
whole year, he decided to raise Ivy and Olivia side by side, even though Ivy was a vampire and Olivia was
not. Then one day, Olivia drank a vampire baby formula and unfortunately, drank almost all of it. Charles
started panicking because he thought something would happen to Olivia. He left her with only his wedding
ring which she is given on her tenth birthday. The ring is one of a pair and the other belongs to Ivy. She is a
cheerleader for the Franklin Grove Devils. Olivia is known to be very perky, bright, talented, and popular,
thanks to all the publicity her and her sister Ivy get for being long-lost identical twin sisters. She is a bunnie
human in vampier language , and is the complete opposite of her Goth, vampire and black-clad but stylish
sister Ivy. Olivia is also a vegetarian her favourite food is tofu unlike Ivy who loves meat. Olivia and Ivy are
both very good at gymnastics. Besides cheerleading, Olivia is okay in singing and is proven to be an
incredibly good actress. She later auditions for the female lead role in a movie, and ends up starring along side
Jackson Caulfield. Before he came to town, Olivia was in love with him, his songs, and his movies. Olivia
loves to read, especially the Count Vira series, which coincidentally are about vampires and forbidden love.
Appearance Edit Olivia and Ivy look totally identical. They both have round chins, high noses and brown
eyebrows. Everything else about how they physically look is alike except for their eye colour, and skin tone.
Olivia has beautiful blue eyes and naturally tanned skin colour but sometimes uses her Santa Monica Beauty
spray tan. Olivia usually gels it up in a ponytail, whilst Ivy lets it tumble over her shoulders, covering her face.
Olivia usually puts on pink lipstick, blush and a thin layer of mascara. Ivy has really pale skin since she is a
vampire.
3: Olivia Abbott | My sister the vampire Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Olivia Abbott is the twin sister of Ivy Vega, and the daughter of Karl Lazar (Also known as Charles Vega) and Susannah
Lazar (Nee Kendall)She is also known as "bunny", which in vampire language means 'human'.

4: Ivy Vega | My sister the vampire Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
My Sister The Vampire is a great little book about twin sister's who meet in 8th grade. Both adopted to separate families,
the girls discover their connection and then discover that they can become each other's body double.

5: My Sister the Vampire 12 & 13 â€“ Reads 4 Tweens
My Sister the Vampire #1: Switched. by Sienna Mercer. We'd love you to buy this book, and hope you find this page
convenient in locating a place of purchase.

6: My Sister the Vampire | Scholastic | Parents
Launching the My Sister the Vampire series, this predictable if cute caper opens on Olivia's first day of eighth grade at a
new school. Perky Olivia, who hopes to join the cheerleading squad, notices an abundance of white-faced, black-clad
goths; in her pretty pink dress, she looks "like a lollipop in a graveyard.".

7: My Sister the Vampire Series read online free by Sienna Mercer
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My Sister the Vampire New student Olivia Abbott discovers that she has an identical twin who happens to be a vampire.
By Scholastic Parents Staff. Ages.

8: My Sister the Vampire Series by Sienna Mercer
My Sister the Vampire has 14 entries in the series. Borrow eBooks, audiobooks, and videos from thousands of public
libraries worldwide.

9: MY SISTER THE VAMPIRE!
Find great deals on eBay for my sister the vampire books. Shop with confidence.
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